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Abstract. When conducting a search for research papers, the search should return
comprehensive results related to the user’s query. In general, a user inputs a Boolean query that reflects the information need, and the search engine ranks the research papers based on the query. However, it is difficult to anticipate all possible
terms that authors of relevant papers might have used. Moreover, general querybased ranking methods emphasize how to rank the relevant documents at the top
of the results, but require some means of guaranteeing the comprehensiveness of
the results. Therefore, two ranking methods that consider the comprehensiveness
of relevant papers are proposed. The first uses a topic-based Boolean query
search. This search converts every word in the abstract set and query into a topic
via topic analysis by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and conducts a search at
the topic level. The topic assigned to synonyms of a search term is expected to
be the same as that assigned to the search term. Each paper is ranked based on
the number of times it is matched with each topic-based Boolean query search
executed for various LDA parameter settings. The second is a hybrid method that
emphasizes better results from our topic-based ranking result and a general
query-based ranking result. This method is based on the observation that the paper sets retrieved by our method and by a general ranking method will be different. Through experiments using the NTCIR-1 and -2 datasets, the effectiveness
of our topic-based and hybrid methods are demonstrated.
Keywords: Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Research paper search, Search recall
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Introduction

When searching for research papers, it is important that the search returns comprehensive results related to a user’s information needs. In many cases, a user inputs a Boolean
query that reflects his/her information needs to an academic search engine, and acquires
the research papers that are most closely related to the query. However, there are two
main problems when searching for papers in such a search engine.
The first problem is a construction of query. When a user searches research papers
for a method of extracting a hierarchical relationship between words, for example, the
user first defines a Boolean query that expresses his/her information needs as follows:
“hierarchical relationship” AND extract. If this query produces any hits, then the results
are likely to satisfy the information needs. However, there are many synonyms and
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similar expressions for “hierarchical relationship” and “extract.” Therefore, the user
might extend the query to (“hierarchical relationship” OR “hierarchical structure”)
AND (extract OR acquire). Unfortunately, this query does not return relevant papers in
which, for example, “hierarchical relationship” or “hierarchical structure” appears but
neither “extract” nor “acquire” appears. This query also misses relevant papers if the
author uses terms such as “obtain” or “get” instead of “extract” and “acquire.” Similarly, the above query also misses relevant papers that use terms such as “superordinatesubordinate relation” and “part-whole relationship,” which are specific words for “hierarchical relationship” in the field. Thus, it is difficult for a user to fully predict how
representations of search terms might have been expressed by other authors.
The second problem concerns the ranking model to find the relevant papers. In daily
search, it is important that several documents ranked highly satisfy the information
needs, because we need only check some highly ranked documents to find those that
satisfy the information needs. However, in an academic search, it is not sufficient to
check only highly ranked documents: the comprehensiveness of relevant documents is
also important. More specifically, completeness when confirming across a certain
amount, that is, the cumulative recall up to rank r, is important, and a high recall is
desirable for realistic values of r (e.g., r = 1,000 for 90% recall).
Therefore, we propose two ranking methods and model a Boolean query-based
search by considering the comprehensiveness of relevant papers.
(1) Search method based on a topic-based Boolean query
We propose a search method in which every word in each abstract in the research
paper set (determining of the research paper set is described in Section 3) and each
search term in the Boolean query is converted to a topic using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4], and then topic-level matching is conducted. By converting words to
topics, abstracts that do not include the search terms but include synonyms or similar
expressions are matched. In the topic analysis by LDA, the same topic is assigned to
words that tend to appear together in many abstracts. For example, if words w, w1, w2,
and w3 appear together in many abstracts and words w’, w1, w2, and w3 appear together
in many other abstracts, then the same topic tends to be assigned to words w, w’, w1,
w2, and w3 in such abstracts. In this case, w and w’ have the potential to be semantically
similar; that is, when word 𝑤 is specified in the query, a research paper that matches a
Boolean query in which w is replaced by 𝑤 ′ could be a relevant search result. Using
this characteristic of LDA, we construct a query search system that conducts a search
based on the topics assigned to the search terms and collects papers that exactly match
the topic-based Boolean query from the topics assigned to each word in the abstracts.
Using the topic-based Boolean query search described above, we propose a new
ranking method. First, we set the range of parameters assigned to LDA, and execute a
topic-based Boolean query search for each parameter setting. The system then sorts
research papers in descending order of the number of times they matched the query
search for each parameter setting. This approach is based on the following observation.
In LDA, it is necessary to provide the hyper-parameters 𝛼, 𝛽, and number of topics K
in advance. In many empirical studies using LDA, a symmetric Dirichlet distribution
with 𝛼 = 50/𝐾, 𝛽 = 0.1 is used [4]. However, there may not be truly optimal parameters
for a given document set. On the other hand, we know empirically that a group of words
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generated from the same topic with a certain high probability and a group of documents
containing common topics at a certain ratio or more are retained even if the number of
topics and hyper-parameters assigned to LDA changes slightly, and such word groups
and document groups represent the stable relationships between words and between
documents that do not depend on the slight differences in parameters. The stable relationships found through integrating multiple topic analysis results achieve a comprehensive search without specifying all possible search terms related to the query.
(2) Hybrid method to integrate the ranking results of our topic-based Boolean
query search and general query-based ranking model
Our topic-based search (ranking) method focuses on collecting a comprehensive set
of relevant papers. Therefore, if a user searches for research papers using our method
and a general ranking method (as represented by a query likelihood model), the set of
highly ranked papers may be significantly different, because the latter model emphasizes how several documents satisfying the user’s information needs should be ranked
at the top of the results. We examined the precision and overlap ratio in two types of
research paper set ranked by our topic-based ranking method and Wei and Croft’s ranking method, which is a query likelihood model using LDA [20]. The results using a
search task of the NTCIR-1 dataset [7] are shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal axis represents the rank of papers sorted by each method. The left vertical axis represents the
ratio of relevant papers contained in the paper set within a certain interval on the horizontal axis, i.e., the precision, and the right vertical axis represents the ratio of overlapping papers within two types of paper sets given by each method within certain intervals
on the horizontal axis, i.e., the overlap ratio. Fig. 1 indicates that many relevant papers
are included in the papers ranked highly by each method; however, the overlap ratio
between each high-ranked paper sets is relatively low at 0.349, and the overlap rates in
the subsequent intervals are also low. From these results, it is highly likely that the
research papers ranked highly by each method will be relevant for the user’s information needs. Therefore, we expect that more effective paper search results can be obtained by integrating the paper sets output by two different ranking approaches.

2

Related Work

2.1

Query-based Academic Search

The challenge for an academic search is to comprehensively collect research papers
related to a user’s information needs (i.e., recall-oriented) [9, 19]. Many academic
searches engines require multiple queries when a user comprehensively collect relevant
papers, however, constructing queries manually is a heavy burden for users. Therefore,
not only systems using word-based queries but also specific systems using elements
other than words have been developed. For example, some systems use the body of a
paper [2, 12, 23], the URL of a web page [16], and user profiles [1, 5, 6]. However,
general academic search engines such as Google Scholar, Web of Science, and Scopus
require word-based queries, and we also consider a word-based search engine. For
systems using a word-based search query, there have been many studies on query term
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Fig. 1. Precision and overlap ratio given by our topic-based ranking method and by Wei and
Croft’s method using a search task ("0006") of the NTCIR-1 dataset. This search task datum has
2,196 relevance judgment data. We ranked using all of these data, and set the intervals at 5%
(i.e., top 1–121, 122–243, …). In Wei and Croft’s method we set 𝛼 = 0.1, 𝛽 = 0.1, 𝐾 = 10, 𝜆 =
0.7, and 𝜇 = 50. The overlap ratio was calculated by Dice coefficient.

suggestion for estimating alternative queries using the initial query [9, 19] and query
expansion for automatically expanding the initial query [17, 21]. To estimate or extend
the query, collections ranked highly by the initial query [9, 19] or thesaurus [17] are
used, but relevant papers with words and phrases that are not included in these resources
may be missed. Our topic-based search method does not require such resources because
of the expansion to words that are potentially similar to the search word using an LDA
topic model.
Recently, along with the development of an academic database, an academic search
system using research paper-specific meta-information such as the title, author, proceedings, and venue has been actively studied [12, 21]. Our task uses only the abstract,
so we can retrieve research papers that do not include meta-information.
2.2

Query-based Ranking Model

A general search model based on a query forms a ranking by calculating the degree of
association with the query based on the document model in each document. For the
document modeling, there have been many attempts to develop a mathematically descriptive framework by introducing a stochastic language model. A stochastic language
model using a query is called a query likelihood model [14], and is often adopted in the
ranking module for academic search tasks [9, 19].
In query likelihood models, a multinomial distribution model is widely used when
expressing a document by a language model. This can be expressed as:
𝑃(𝑄|𝐷) = ∏
𝑞∈𝑄

𝑃(𝑞|𝐷)

(1)

where D is a document, q is a query term in query set Q, and 𝑃(𝑄|𝐷) is the likelihood
of the document model generating the query terms. For the estimation of 𝑃(𝑞|𝐷), Zhai
and Lafferty [22] proposed a query likelihood model using Dirichlet smoothing to assign a probability value to words that do not appear in the document, as shown below:
𝑁𝐷
𝑁𝐷
𝑃(𝑤|𝐷) =
𝑃′ (𝑤|𝐷) + (1 −
) 𝑃′ (𝑤|𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙)
(2)
𝑁𝐷 + 𝜇
𝑁𝐷 + 𝜇
where 𝑁𝐷 is the number of word tokens in D, 𝑃′ (𝑤|𝐷) is the maximum likelihood estimate of w in D, and 𝑃′ (𝑤|𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙) is the maximum likelihood estimate of w in the entire
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collection. 𝜇 is a smoothing parameter. Hereafter, we call this method LM (Language
Model) Search. The LM search uses only superficial language information appearing
in the document. Several query likelihood models using the potential relationships
among words have been studied. These use document clusters obtained by analyzing a
document collection [11, 20] and word embedding [3, 13]. One study on a query likelihood model using LDA, similar to our topic-based search method, is that of Wei and
Croft [20], who proposed a ranking model incorporating topic analysis results into a
language model, as shown below:
𝑁𝐷
𝑁𝐷
𝑃(𝑤|𝐷) = 𝜆 (
𝑃 ′ (𝑤|𝐷) + (1 −
) 𝑃 ′ (𝑤|𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙))
𝑁𝐷 + 𝜇
𝑁𝐷 + 𝜇
𝐾

+ (1 − 𝜆) (∑

(𝑤 )

𝑛−𝑖,𝑗𝑖 + 𝛽𝑤𝑖

(𝑣)
𝑡=1 ∑𝑉
𝑣=1 𝑛−𝑖,𝑗

+ 𝛽𝑣

(𝐷 )

×

𝑛−𝑖,𝑗𝑖 + 𝛼𝑧𝑖
(𝐷 )

∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑛−𝑖,𝑡𝑖 + 𝛼𝑡

).

(3)

(𝑤𝑖 )
where 𝜆 is a smoothing parameter. 𝑛−𝑖,𝑗
is the number of instances of word 𝑤𝑖 assigned
(𝐷𝑖 )
to topic j, not including the current token, and 𝑛−𝑖,𝑗
is the number of words in 𝐷𝑖 as(𝑣)
𝑉
signed to topic j, not including the current token. ∑𝑣=1 𝑛−𝑖,𝑗
is the total number of words
(𝐷𝑖 )
𝑇
assigned to topic j and ∑𝑡=1 𝑛−𝑖,𝑡 is the total number of words in 𝐷𝑖 , not including the
current word. Hereafter, we call this search method LDA+LM Search. We integrate our
topic-based search method with the LM (LDA+LM) Search, and attempt to improve
the ranking performance by emphasizing better results from individually ranked results.

3

Search Method Based on a Topic-based Boolean Query using
Multiple Topic Analysis Results

Our topic-based search method consists of five steps: (1) a user defines the Boolean
query and collects research papers; (2) the system conducts the preprocessing of the
abstract set; (3) the system performs topic analysis of the abstract set using LDA with
various parameter settings; (4) the system performs the topic-based Boolean query
search using a topic analysis result for each parameter setting; (5) the system ranks
papers based on the number of times it matched each topic-based Boolean query search.
We call this method “Topic Search.” In the following, we describe each step in detail.
Query Definition and Collection of Research Paper Set. In step (1), our system requires the user to define a Boolean query in the following form:
(w1 OR w2 OR … wm) AND (w1’ OR w2’ OR … wn’) AND …
where w is a search term, the words in parentheses connected by OR comprise a concept
unit, and each word inside the parentheses expresses a synonym of the same concept.
Simultaneously with the definition of the query, the system requires the user to comprehensively collect research papers that avoid missing relevant papers. At this time,
various approaches are conceivable for collecting research papers more exhaustively,
such as the system asks the user to specify a research field or an academic journal name
and the system requires the user to construct another more comprehensive query. The
research paper set collection used in our experiment is described in Section 5.1.
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Preprocessing. Step (2) comprises two modules, one for the conversion of search terms
and one for the removal of unnecessary words. In the conversion of search terms module, all search terms in the concept unit are converted to the same special symbol not
appearing in the abstract set, and each search term appearing in each abstract in the
database is converted to the corresponding symbol, as shown in Fig. 2. This process
ensures that the same topics are assigned to all terms in each concept unit in the topic
analysis. In the removal of unnecessary words module, we use TreeTagger [18] to tokenize and convert the original form, and retain only nouns, verbs, and adjectives that
occur two or more times in the abstract set to be analyzed as features.
Topic Analysis using LDA. The LDA used in step (3) supposes that an abstract d is a
sequence of words and each word is generated from a topic. Let 𝐰 (𝑑) = (𝑤1(𝑑) , ⋯ , 𝑤𝑙(𝑑)
)
𝑑
be the sequence of words for the d-th abstract, 𝐳 (𝑑) = (𝑧1(𝑑) , ⋯ , 𝑧𝑙(𝑑)
)
be
the
sequence
of
𝑑
topics, 𝐰 = (𝐰 (1) , ⋯ , 𝐰 (𝐷) ) be the abstract set, and 𝐳 = (𝐳 (1) , ⋯ , 𝐳 (𝐷) ) be the sequence of
topics for the whole collection. Following [4], z is generated using Gibbs Sampling
according to:
𝑃(𝒘, 𝒛|𝛼, 𝛽)
𝑃(𝐳|𝐰, 𝛼, 𝛽) =
.
(4)
∑𝒛 𝑃(𝒘, 𝒛|𝛼, 𝛽)
What is needed for our method is to assign a topic to every word in the abstract set.
Therefore, using Gibbs Sampling, z with a relatively high probability of eq. (4) are
intensively generated, and z that maximizes eq. (4) among them is determined. Finally,
z that maximizes eq. (4) that can be reached from this z is found using gradient method.
Topic-based Boolean Query Search. In step (4), the system first constructs a topicbased Boolean query from a symbol-based query using the topic analysis result. The
format of the topic-based Boolean query is as follows:
AND𝐼𝑖=1 (𝑡𝑖,1 OR 𝑡𝑖,2 OR ⋯ OR 𝑡𝑖,𝐽𝑖 )
where I is the number of concept units constituting the query, and {𝑡𝑖,1 , 𝑡𝑖,2 , ⋯ , 𝑡𝑖,𝐽𝑖 } is
the topic set assigned to the special symbol with which the i-th concept unit is replaced.
The procedure for constructing the topic-based Boolean query is shown in Fig. 3. The
system seeks the topics assigned to each special symbol in the abstract set that exactly
match the symbol-based Boolean query, and then converts those symbols into their corresponding topics. Note that if different topics are assigned in different abstracts, they
are joined by OR according to the above format. Research papers that exactly match
the Boolean query constructed in step (1) are likely to satisfy the information needs,
and so a topic-based Boolean query constructed using these research papers will
properly represent the information needs.
After constructing a topic-based Boolean query, the system examines the topic types
for all words in each abstract given by LDA. Finally, abstracts that exactly match a
topic-based Boolean query are identified and these research papers are returned. For
example, a topic-based Boolean query “Topic 0 AND (Topic 1 OR Topic 3)” for which
research paper A contains topics 0 and 1, research paper B contains topics 0, 1 and 3,
research paper C contains topics 0 and 3, research paper D contains topic 2, and research
paper E contains topics 1, 2 and 3 will return research papers A, B, and C.
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Fig. 2. Example of the conversion of a Boolean query and abstract.

Fig. 3. Example of query conversion.

Topic-based Ranking Method. In step (5), after executing the topic-based Boolean
query search for each of the parameter settings assigned to LDA, the system counts the
number of times each paper is included in each search result. Based on the number of
matches for all papers, the system ranks each paper in descending order. For example,
we suppose that research papers A, B, and C are included in the result of a topic-based
Boolean query search with parameters (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝐾) = (0.1, 0.1, 10), research papers A and
C are included in the result of a topic-based search with parameters (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝐾) = (0.1,
0.01, 10), and research papers A, B, C, and D are included in the result of a topic-based
search with parameters (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝐾) = (0.01, 0.1, 10). The system counts 3, 2, 3, 1, and 0
as the number of matches for research papers A, B, C, D, and E, respectively, and ranks
the papers in the order A, C, B, D, and E. Even if relevant papers have not been retrieved
by a topic-based Boolean query search because of the inappropriate parameter setting,
this influence can be reduced by integrating multiple topic analysis results.

4

Hybrid Search

In this section, we describe a ranking method that integrates the ranking results of the
Topic Search with topics from the LM (or LDA + LM) Search. Hereafter, we call this
method “Hybrid Search.” In the design of this method, we use two simple approaches
to re-rank the papers based on the ranking results given by two type of search methods.
(5)
𝑟3 = min(𝑟1 , 𝑟2 )
𝑟3 = 𝑟1 + 𝑟2
(6)
where 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are the ranks of a research paper determined by Topic Search and LM
(LDA+LM) Search, respectively. After the rankings for all research papers have been
determined by eq. (5) or (6), the system sorts papers in ascending order based on 𝑟3 .
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5

Experiment

5.1

Experimental Settings

We used the test collections of the NTCIR-1 and -2 datasets [7, 8]. These sets contain
132 search tasks that describe the conditions of research papers satisfying the information needs. Each search task datum has approximately 1,000–4,000 relevance judgment data that determine whether it satisfies the information needs for its task from the
research papers collected using the pooling method [10], and each paper is manually
judged according to the following criteria: highly-relevant, relevant, partially relevant,
and non-relevant. In this experiment, we regarded “highly relevant,” “relevant,” and
“partially relevant” to be equivalent to “relevant,” and used 40 search tasks that have
approximately 10–100 relevant papers. The Boolean queries in each search task were
manually constructed by one subject by reading the contents of the search tasks.
We compared the following two baseline methods and five versions of our method:








LM Search (baseline): rank papers calculated by eqs. (1) and (2).
LDA+LM Search (baseline): rank papers calculated by eqs. (1) and (3).
Topic Search: rank papers by multiple topic analysis results.
Hybrid (Topic & LM) Search (min): integrate the ranking results of Topic Search and
LM Search using eq. (5).
Hybrid (Topic & LM) Search (sum): integrate the ranking results of Topic Search and
LM Search using eq. (6).
Hybrid (Topic & LDA+LM) Search (min): integrate the ranking results of Topic Search
and LDA+LM Search using eq. (5).
Hybrid (Topic & LDA+LM) Search (sum): integrate the ranking results of Topic Search
and LDA+LM Search using eq. (6).

For the evaluation, we used the cumulative recall, where the recall is calculated as
(number of relevant papers in the top n% research paper sets of the ranking result) /
(number of relevant papers in the paper set). We set n to 1–100% with increments of
1%. The macro averages of the cumulative recall for the top n% of research papers in
the ranking results of 40 search tasks are calculated. The method that has the highest
rank that achieves a specific cumulative recall is best at its recall point. We evaluated
Topic Search with parameter 𝛼{0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5}, 𝛽{0.01, 0.02, 0.05,
0.1, 0.2, 0.5}, and K{6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}. We also evaluated LM Search,
LDA+LM Search and each Hybrid Search using 40-fold cross validation. At this time,
we performed a grid search using 𝛼{0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5}, 𝛽{0.01, 0.02,
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5}, K{6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}, 𝜆{0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9},
and 𝜇{10, 20, 30, 40, 50} to determine the optimal setting of parameters in each crossvalidation fold. For the Gibbs Sampling, we set the number of iterations to 10,000.
5.2

Experimental Results and Discussion

The ranks when achieving a specific cumulative recall are shown in Table 1. First, we
compare Topic Search and LM Search. From Table 1, when the target recall is 0.75 or
more, Topic Search significantly improves the rank that achieves the desired recall in
the ranking results. In particular, Topic Search shows an improvement in the ranking
result of 15% or more compared with LM Search when the target recall is 0.90 and
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Table 1. Comparison of the top n% rank in the ranking result when achieving a specific cumulative recall.
Topic Search
LM Search
LDA+LM Search
Hybrid (Topic & LM)
Search (min)
Hybrid (Topic & LM)
Search (sum)
Hybrid (Topic &
LDA+LM) Search (min)
Hybrid (Topic &
LDA+LM) Search (sum)

Target recall
0.800 0.850
33%
39%
36%
46%
33%
41%
31%
36%

0.650
20%
20%
18%
17%

0.700
25%
24%
22%
21%

0.750
29%
30%
27%
28%

0.900
46%
61%
51%
47%

0.950
60%
77%
62%
57%

1.000
95%
99%
95%
97%

14%

18%

22%

27%

32%

42%

57%

95%

17%

21%

26%

30%

37%

46%

57%

97%

13%

17%

21%

27%

33%

40%

55%

97%

0.95. This means that the number of search results including the same number of relevant papers can be reduced by 15% or more by using Topic Search instead of LM
Search. We next compare the results of Topic Search and LDA+LM Search. When the
target recall is set to 0.85 or more, Topic Search returns a higher rank that achieves the
desired recall than LDA+LM Search. From these results, when ranking research papers
based on queries in a research paper search that requires comprehensive results for relevant papers, we can confirm that our topic-based search method outperforms the query
likelihood methods with the same rank in the ranking results.
Next, we examine the effectiveness of our hybrid search. From Table 1, when the
target recall ranges from 0.65–0.95, Hybrid (Topic & LDA+LM) Search (sum) achieves
the recall with the highest rank. In particular, when the target recall is from 0.65–0.95,
Hybrid (Topic & LDA+LM) Search (sum) shows an improvement in the ranking result
of 5% or more compared with LDA+LM Search. Also, Hybrid (Topic & LDA+LM)
Search (sum) improves the ranking result by 5–8% compared with Topic Search when
the target recall is from 0.65–0.95. From these results, we can confirm the effectiveness
of integrating two types of query-based ranking methods that have a different purpose
and analytical approach for the collection of relevant papers.

6

Conclusion

We have proposed two kinds of research paper search methods using a word-based
Boolean query constructed by a user. The first method uses a topic-based Boolean query
search. This search converts every word in the abstract set and query into a topic via
topic analysis and conducts a search at the topic level. Using this search method, we
ranked research papers by combining the results of multiple topic-based searches for
each parameter setting. The second method integrates the ranking results using our
topic-based ranking method and a query likelihood ranking method. In future work, we
will integrate our topic-based method with other query-based ranking methods such as
word embedding [3, 13] in the Hybrid Search.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number
JP15H01721. We thank Stuart Jenkinson, PhD, from Edanz Group (www.edanzediting.com/ac) for editing a draft of this manuscript.
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